Don’t forget to cut out this double crocodile card as well as all the others!

Button Dance
A card game by Viviane Schwarz, 2020
Free to share - free to change around - make your
own version! Please credit me if you share this
game on. Don’t use it commercially, I gave it away
for free!
Suitable for children who can count and play simple
card games, you can play it with simplified rules to
start with. Also fun for adults.
You can play dominoes with this, too.
www.vivianeschwarz.co.uk
2 to 3 players (you can try more)
You Will Need:
A printed deck of Button Dance cards, and one button (or similar marker)
per player. If you're playing with the Button rule, each player needs a
differently coloured button.

The Crocodile
The crocodile has no buttons at all, so is worth zero when comparing to
other animals. But it chases other animals away!
After you've played a crocodile (and after you've drawn a new card if you
have to), you may knock off as many cards as you like from the opposite
end of the row. Put them on a discard pile.

Setup
Deal out a hand of 4 cards to each player, keep them secret. The player
If the draw pile runs out of cards, shuffle the discard pile to replace it.
who will start gets one more card, and the rest form a face-down draw pile.
Buttons
Playing the cards
Now it's time to strategically stitch on some extra buttons. It's easy!
The aim of the game is to be the first player to empty your hand. The
starting player chooses one of their cards and plays it into the middle of
Every player starts with a button in front of them.
the table, either way up.
Players then take turns to add one card from their hand to the row. You
can place it on either end. When you place a card, an animal on that card
must have the same number of buttons as one of the animals next to it,
like the two mice here:
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Instead of playing a card on your turn, you can place your own button onto
any of the four animals at the ends of the row (if your button is already on
an animal, you can move it to a new one). This counts as an extra button
on the card, meaning that the animal will now match different animals,
both for playing new cards and for Dances: if you add a button to a
mouse, it matches cats instead of mice from now on.
If a card with your button on it gets knocked off by a crocodile, the button
returns to you.
If you pass, neither playing a card nor moving your button, you must draw
up a new card to your hand.
ENJOY!

It doesn't matter if it's the top or the bottom half that matches, and you can
turn the card around when you play it.
Now compare the OTHER numbers on those two cards: the numbers that
DON'T match. If that number on the card you just added is lower, you
must draw back up a new card.

s!
This is a dance of five

There is one exception: If there are already two matching numbers next to
each other and you place a third one (or a fourth or fifth or sixth) in a row,
this is a Dance. You don’t have to draw a new card in this case, no matter
what the other number on your card is.
If you can't play a card on your turn, you must pass and draw a card
instead.
Keep playing until one player has no cards left at the end of their turn: they
are the winner! If you run out of cards to draw up, the player with the
fewest cards in their hand at that point wins the game.
If you are teaching the game to young children, practise it with just
these rules before adding the rules about crocodiles and buttons!
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